
Shoulders 

John Casey found it difficult to meditate while driving. Whenever he slipped into a state 

of semi-relaxation, the negative energy of the cars behind him would well up, the shrill honkings 

piercing his nirvana.  He’d wave at these peers of the road, who went flying by on his left in the 

two-lane interstate, but they’d just flip him off with a coarseness that only furthered his need to 

find himself. 

 Worse than the noise was this car, though: it wasn’t the smooth Subaru he was used to, 

with the omniscient cruise control and shoulder awareness and accident prevention technology 

that allowed his best Koru sessions. No, Susan had that—snatching his keys in Portland, 

spinning the wheels in the gravel, aiming the car north, definitively, his face numbing as he stood 

on the side of the road.  He couldn’t blame her for reacting that way—he had absolutely messed 

up—no. do not judge your anger. acknowledge it. let it sit there. but don’t try to change it or 

force it or fight it. relax. 

 good. 

 Susan at least owed him the opportunity to explain.  Because there was an explanation: 

the yoga girl had very, astonishingly positive energy, and he was—as he had learned, from his 

own guru—almost obligated as a teacher, as a mentor, to harvest that energy.  Susan lacked those 

natural, optimistic vibes, which he’d always tried to instill in her, without much luck. Had she 

possessed stronger, more appropriate qi, this whole incident wouldn’t have happened.  

 rise and fall with the present moment experience of your breath. 

 with an attitude of kind, non-judging, acceptance. 

 That was the problem. If Susan refrained from judging, if she just accepted him and his 

personality, the whole thing would be fine.  That’s how John had tried to raise Stephen. the 

world is beautiful. embrace the present moment. His muscles bulged now, their actin-myosin 

interplay concerning John; he was grown, yes, but John didn’t yet have a good read on his inner 

balance. He worried his mother’s tension had plagued him from the womb.  

Pine trees darted by, brushing his periphery with a green swath.  The road bore down on 

him, yellow dashes taunting him gorgeously.  John peeled his eyes off the asphalt, trying to find 

his center, but his mind lactated concern and nervous energy. The CD player was off, a slate of 

blank digital darkness. Interesting. The shine of the dashboard icons filled his gaze; he had too 

many options. He fumbled at the switches to turn off the lights and settle himself. Time to think 



strategy. He could go in the back door, sling his slippers and shoes and shorts and exercise mats 

over his shoulder and hustle back out in a quick five—no. He wasn’t some kind of monster. 

They’d expect an explanation. Which he had.  He’d be OK, as long as he could relax. 

John Casey pulled over to the shoulder, stopped, removed the key, and turned on his 

flashers.  Their incessant clicking initially hindered his meditation but soon became a soothing 

metronome, the anchor to the present he desperately needed. 

*** 

Avoidable—his mind batted that word around but it kept returning, and that’s what pissed 

Stephen off the most, made him punch the pillow all through the night.  He hadn’t needed to 

have a party; they could’ve cut the shitty house synth-pop, spasming out after the communal 

bedtime of the docile neighborhood of Veazie. The municipality, one of the safest towns in the 

insulated haven of Maine, could’ve survived without the whole damn S.S. on patrol—Christ, the 

list went on and on.  Stephen himself had broken no rules, actually—he’d paid his dues as a 

minor in college, bided his time, but now? He was too old for this shit. But the whole town gets 

wind of your party and the nineteen, twenty-year-old wrecking crew starts rolling by, and, well, 

he couldn’t deny them beer. He was Stephen Casey, 21 years old, not living in fucking 

Prohibition.  Everyone forfeited their car keys like they learned in those Red Stripe commercials; 

all things considered, he’d been a model—a damn paragon—of responsibility.  But when he 

rolled out of bed and headed down to the kitchen, his hair erect on his head, shooting off his ears, 

that little blue slip delivered by that jowly, uniformed fuckface still taunted him from the granite 

island. 

 Outside a car pulled into the driveway, the cut of the engine bringing Stephen to the 

present. What could he say? Fool me once, shame on you; fool me twice…embarrassing didn’t 

begin to describe it. Even though he wasn’t at fault, really, he’d be the one footing the bill, 

coughing up a grand to the government.  He was, what, 837 bucks short? If he took some extra 

shifts and didn’t eat for two weeks, he’d be golden. 

 The back door opened. Mom was home. Stephen stayed silent, not wanting to seem 

overeager—if he could flat-line now, that’d be great. Just sleep through the court date and 

everything.  Maybe once the hangover disappeared.    



 She swung into the kitchen, the CVS shopping bags pulling her forward.  Stephen stood 

and eased the load for her.  How are you, he said. She’d been crying.  He nested her in a hug; she 

relaxed in his arms.   

I’m fine, she said. Just tired. I didn’t sleep well last night.  

She looked at him and for a second Stephen thought she would tell him he also looked 

like shit, but she didn’t.   

I’m just gonna go rest, sweetie. Are you good to make dinner? 

Sure.   

Can you get the phone if it— 

I got it, Mom, don’t worry. 

 She slipped through the house, apparently failing to note the pungent Solo cup on the 

handrail of the staircase, ignoring the various stains on the carpet beneath her mud-caked boots.  

 Hangovers complicated everything; they turned thinking into an active, demanding 

ordeal. You had to churn out thoughts--like, input: stimulus; output: question.  And the whole 

process was on a seven second-delay, like when satellite mics didn’t sync up right.  So when 

Stephen’s mom went up to bed, and slammed the door to the master bedroom, it wasn’t until 

Stephen had gone to the fridge, poured a glass of OJ, and had a few sips before he realized his 

dad wasn’t there. Fuck. Now he had to solve the puzzle, fighting his hangover handicap. His 

head pounded more now, worse than before, as facts congealed in his mind’s eye.  

*** 

Why were all road signs green? The directions, the city guides, the mile markers—

uniformity made sense, but why green? Maybe that was just the state of Maine. The Pine Tree 

State.  What a gorgeous name; what an inspired color choice. He couldn’t remember the last time 

he’d crossed over into New Hampshire, let alone Massachusetts, but really, those other states 

couldn’t compare to Maine. When Stephen was little, John had told him they’d go cross-country 

and see all of the baseball stadiums.  For a bit he liked that thought, before he realized it simply 

invited comparisons between this stadium and that one. No—he’d take Stephen to one stadium: 

Fenway Park. Because Fenway was beautiful and majestic and gorgeous, and if they went further 

down the coast, Stephen would start judging them. Yankee Stadium is way better than Fenway.  

No, Stephen, they’re just different. It’s gorgeous in its own way, Fenway. 

It smells like rat piss and racism. And why’s the wall so fucking high? 



Ok, the racism wasn’t great, but aesthetically…Point is, the more stadiums Stephen saw, 

the less happy he’d get: he’d keep trying to find that one perfect stadium, even when there was 

an absolutely fine one nearby. 

 His phone rang and broke his reverie. It vibrated in his pocket, tickling his unit through 

his wind pants. His energy instantaneously became more positive.   

 John’s pockets were a little small, so he had to curl off the seat, in a vertical upwards-

facing dog, energized-unit nudging the wheel, to gain the proper angle of extraction.  He flipped 

the cover off and checked the caller ID: HOME, it read.  

 Home. His mind processed the four distinct letters as he breathed inward much too 

sharply. He checked the digital clock—Susan’s already home, he realized—and sat up in his seat, 

his heart rate increased, his fears not yet allayed. Home was so ambiguous, such a stupid 

nomenclature, anyway. it’s not stupid—it’s symbolic and meaningful and why are you judging. 

House At Silver Ridge—that’d be a more appropriate, more neutral contact name for it; he’d fix 

that shortly.  

 The phone buzzed and buzzed; John’s unit, no longer tangent to the phone’s smooth 

rectangle, sprung to attention strictly from the triggering sound.  He hesitated, unsure of so many 

things at that moment, least of all why Susan or Stephen or whoever couldn’t wait a few minutes 

for him to pull into the driveway and allow him to explain. Calling now, unless an emergency, 

seemed desperate and anxious. John allowed the phone to drift to voicemail, figuring that 

whatever message someone wanted to give him would be conveyable via recording, certainly, 

and accept this. she has to let it all out—she doesn’t know any better. But don’t let it bring you 

down. He sat in the car as noble Subarus with their brilliant technology blazed past him on the 

interstate.  

*** 

Not picking up. He’s not picking up. Shit. Stephen almost yelled out for Mom before he 

figured she was past the point of caring today—she never slept this early. Something was up—

maybe she already had heard. At least she hadn’t seen the paper, the celestial misdemeanor he 

had considered nailing to the door so he couldn’t be accused of hiding anything. Lying 

by…whaddya call it? Omission.  She was gonna be crushed to hear this, thought. He’d have a 

record. How could he go back to school, get a job? He was a hop and a jump from being a felon. 



Furnishing a Place for Minors to Consume. That was a crime now. A man gets punished just for 

paying it forward. Unbelievable. Too much of that Mothers Against Drunk Driving crap. 

Stephen’s glass of orange juice, pulp settled at the base, eyed him from the counter. The 

cordless phone sat on the island, the dial tone leaking out. It didn’t make any fucking sense that 

Dad wouldn’t pick up. Something was off. Stephen thought about calling 9-1-1 before he 

realized that, oh yeah, protect and serve was pretty much open for interpretation these days. He 

moved to the door, slipping into his ratty Asics on the way, his feet faster than his frontal cortex. 

Stephen fished in his sweatpants for the key to the sedan and dragged it out on the third try.  

He swung out into the chilly garage, ignoring the dust-ridden bench press that taunted 

and humiliated him, and then through another door and to the driveway.  Stephen unlocked the 

driver’s side door and assumed his commanding position behind the wheel. 

*** 

It was counter-intuitive, meditation. Have deep thoughts while not thinking; do nothing 

and understand everything. He had to try, though.  If it were easy, then he would’ve been able to 

get Susan on a regimen— 

stop. no regrets. 

Subjects danced in his head with John’s permission. And they popped up time after time. 

A reclined cobbler’s pose. The plush black of the foam mat clinging to his naked back. Soft, 

baby blue bell-bottoms nudging against the trim hair just north of his tibial base. Her infinite 

flexibility, settling into a cobra pose on his cobra--  

label the thought. float. move on.  

OK. He inhaled, exhaled, and dragged his mind out of the cascade of thoughts, not letting 

himself be swept away, but not actively fighting, either, just stay aware and gently bring your 

mind back as needed... 

Something different now—not a dream, but not a normal mindfulness exercise either. 

John was…eight—an age he hadn’t visited even in those sessions when he meditated, 

unofficially, as Jalil Aamil Casey. (If only Islam had good C-names!) Eight…he had great 

energy then, he remembered. His dad yelled at him from the sidelines. Pick up that block, 

Johnny! Watch your pad level! John turned back to the sideline, giving his dad the thumbs-up, 

but his dad wasn’t there. Well, he was there, but he wasn’t coaching anymore. His shirt was 

off—gone were the visor and whistle. His hands aggressively cupped the breasts of Alex’s mom, 



Mrs. Leadbetter—maybe he was angry because she forgot the halftime orange slices—but no, 

now he was kissing her neck and she was moaning and holy fuck cock shit dickweasel 

in. out. slow down. don’t judge the thoughts. just let them simmer. 

Yeah, Johnny—in and out ha ha ha. Learn to block for chrissakes and you’ll be getting’ 

laid like your old man. Jesus, son, it’s an embarrassment. Oh fuck you Dad, you piece of shit 

settle. present moment. PRESENT MOMENT. 

John’s eyes snapped open.  He was up, hands on the wheel, chest nestled against on the 

horn. The CD blared and filled the cabin, and he shut off the power before collapsing into the 

headrest. 

For once, now, John Casey’s mind was blank.  He sensed and breathed and experienced 

his surroundings.  Cold had seeped in from outside, his wrists sprinkled with pink hives—cold-

activated urticaria, the physician had hypothesized—and without the proper aromatherapy at his 

disposal, he couldn’t treat them now. He didn’t scratch at the hives, even as they popped up on 

his other wrist and now the underside of his elbow. John accepted them; they were annoying, 

these sharp pink barnacles on his flesh, but what could he do? His skin was his skin. 

Now John was inundated with thoughts of his father—he hadn’t seen the man in years. 

Their communication had dropped after the divorce, understandably. Would that happen with 

him and Stephen? Stephen and him Oh fuck off. He looked out the windshield into the shapeless 

beyond, the nonexistent Maine horizon. Even Fenway seemed far away. Fenway. He mulled this 

word until he could probe and find the soft, hidden meaning behind it.  

Oh no. His shoulders slumped; the charade had been shattered. What had he been 

teaching his son, been justifying to himself subconsciously with these inane musings? Susan. Oh, 

Susan. He saw beyond the hypocrisy he had perpetuated these past months, the jumps and holes 

in his logic he had overlooked before that were now, clearly, vast canyons of ignorance; he 

laughed harshly in the cabin of the rental car.  His finger found the eject button on the main 

console, and he snapped the meditation CD in two and then four, little strands of the casing band 

scurrying off like buckshot to the floor. 

 John jerked the key in the ignition, and for an interminable second the car would not start, 

the battery completely zapped, but no, it had the juice. He turned the highbeams on and knocked 

his left blinker and suffocated the accelerator. Fuck energy, he thought, driving fast and free 

down the straightaway, a few minutes from home. 



*** 

Stephen saw cops everywhere now. Maybe it was paranoia. Or hyper-vigilance.  

Especially concerning was that he had driven off without grabbing his wallet, so he was cruising 

around sans license sans registration. But if Dad were in trouble…Stephen considered his options 

but time dwindled and panic overrode him. If he got pulled over, he’d have to bolt; the officer 

wouldn’t care if he were muling drugs downstate or just a kid trying to find his missing father. 

Context didn’t matter to those guys. 

 So on the road, Stephen felt let down—he wasn’t whipping around hairpin turns, Dukes 

of Hazzarding in from nowhere to save the day. As he puttered around the neighborhood, maybe 

in second gear, ever-conscious of the right-of-way and pedestrians and without a doubt the speed 

limit, he was crippled by the sensation of dramatic blue balls. 

 But he wasn’t Jack fucking Bauer.  Honestly, this might be better—drive slowly, think 

clearly. What was the situation? Dad missing. Somewhere. Not answering his phone. Maybe 

trapped on the side of the road. Somewhere. Jesus, Stephen, you’re not gonna be the hero, the 

sensible, workmanlike detective, piecing together the case of the missing yoga teacher. 

 He laughed. Dad was a character—he spewed a lot of crap, but he spewed it harmlessly. 

Mish-mashed jargon, like if you translated a self-help book into Chinese and back again. One 

time he told Stephen’s basketball coach to call the drills “fun runs” instead of “suicides,” strictly 

to avoid any “connotations with negative valence.” Dad didn’t understand the sport or even come 

close, but only he restrained his displeasure on missed free throws, or when the center turned the 

ball over against the full-court trap. He’d always drive home from the arena, play some new age 

jazz-funk-hippie crap, and Stephen would feel ridiculous at first but then get sucked in, his 

breathing relaxed, his emotions cool. 

 Goddammit—he had to find him, but how? Stephen whipped out his cell phone, and 

pulled off to the right, just before the stop sign. He couldn’t risk another infraction, no matter 

how minor. 

*** 

 The phone announced itself in the rental car. John looked down and checked the caller 

ID. 

*** 



 Just then, right about the third ring (Dad’s voicemail picked up after eight gorgeously 

symmetric rings) a strange, black car—probably some lemon from GM—whipped around the 

corner, skidded across both lanes, rising up on its right wheels for an instant, and settled down 

thunderously in the street, maybe fifty feet behind the Subaru. 

 The car stalled there, dormant, and its driver climbed out, gasping, coughing heavily, 

doubled over where the median would be.  

Dad. 

Stephen killed the engine and clambered out. Dad did a double take when he walked up 

to him. Shit. He looked awful, too.  

I fucked up, Dad. 

He hadn’t meant to say it so abruptly, but the statement burst out, as if it sensed his 

proclivity to tell. Someone had to hear what had transpired last night, but Dad could just put on 

his rose-colored glasses and declare it— 

I fucked up, too. 

Stephen had never heard Dad swear, let alone go straight for the explosive “fuck” out of 

the starting gate. He cleared his throat once, and again, but Stephen had nothing to say. 

The two of them stared at the ground for a moment, maybe a minute, but the sting of the 

mosquitoes cut through the communal tenderness and regret. They returned to the Subaru, Dad 

stopping first to grab his bag out of the rental car, which would need “a mechanic and some 

damn WD-40,” in his words, words surprising—foreign—to Stephen’s ears, and he drove them 

through the sheltered, silent cul-de-sac, back to their home. 

*** 

She slept well. Inappropriately well. It took her a while to get the strength to go 

downstairs: she’d been out for that length of time after which sleep and living feel like perfectly 

capable substitutes for each other. But her stomach rumbled now—had she even eaten 

breakfast?—and although the covers were ticklish and so very welcome after what she’d 

endured, she found her legs swinging out from under them and slowly transporting her 

downstairs. 

Susan thought she’d be more devastated than she was. She liked to think she’d have the 

strength to stand up for herself; historically she had, but the presence of a kid was, beyond a 

constant source of joy and pride and wonder, a real fucking drag in situations like these. Could 



Stephen handle this…whatever it would be if she walked out, or kicked John out? He had a good 

heart, Stephen did, but he didn’t respond well to violent, systemic shocks.  

Really, though, what would Stephen be losing? Her mind ponged the tantalizing inquiry 

from side to side. What would she be losing? As she walked down the stairs, the carpeted steps 

teasing her bare feet, her mind flitted back ever briefly to those moments in college when they’d 

just been, she and John. They’d play pickup soccer on the main quad, barefoot whenever 

possible, John dancing with the ball at his feet, with so much passion and artistry that she’d 

assumed he was gay until one day she knocked on his door and he opened it and stood there, 

naked, and they ended up forfeiting their intramural championship that night.  

But then the ACL tear. And he was still lovely, but that flaw fucked with his head just 

enough, and he stubbornly kept slipping on further and further down that slope into a deep 

swamp of bullshit, nestled in the promise of flowery words and phrases like qi and inner beauty, 

a trend she only noticed now through the clarity of hindsight. Maybe it was a cry for help. 

Somewhere, deep in his labyrinthine skull, his true persona had to be waiting to clamber out. 

Maybe this slip-up of infidelity—something she had considered inevitable with a real man, but 

viewed as almost offensive coming from an impotent shrew of one—was its chance to do so. Just 

in time, too. Stephen needed a father, not Richard Goddamn Simmons. 

Susan turned at the base of the stairs, and she stepped back abruptly: the two of them sat 

at the kitchen table, first contemplating and then eating omelets in silence.  Apprehensive, she 

walked in and knocked on the wall. 

John’s face—it had lost all its bluster, all its faux-charm and regained its authenticity, its 

vulnerability. He didn’t smile at her as she waited there, but he simply stood and went to the 

griddle. 

Eggs? 

Terse, direct. None of the precious prose he so lavishly sprinkled on his sentences. Her 

eyes jumped to her placemat—it bore a shattered CD, a patch of blue paper, and a small, red 

envelope, unsealed. No plate, no flowers, no wine—the materials arranged artlessly, like men 

would arrange them. In a way, it was even, well, gorgeous. 

Yes, please, Susan said. 



She pulled out her chair and sat down, and John soon joined them. They ate silently, and 

in the moments between bites of the true, spice-less eggs, when she got to listen to herself think, 

Susan could finally hear something that sounded right.  



Legs Day 

It was a pimple on Donovan Treadley’s cheek—but which one? The bathroom mirror 

said his left cheek, but here he was, cell phone cam in hand, seeing it prominently displayed on 

his right.  He peered into the top right corner of the clear glass, above the reflection of the urinal 

tent, and squinted at the sign there. WARNING: OBJECTS IN THE MIRROR ARE THE 

REVERSE OF HOW THEY APPEAR. Typically there would be an example underneath these 

warning signs, explaining just what that meant, but he found none.  He looked down at his body, 

putting his index fingers on their respective cheeks, moving outward in concentric circles until 

one of them hit a crater. Jackpot. He returned to the mirror, eyed the sign for confirmation, and 

sighed in relief.  It was the right check, just as he’d suspected. 

Donovan splashed water on his face and then looked up in scalded shock, the bathroom 

mirror reflecting his juicy figure. His crow’s feet, which had plagued him since he entered the 

working world, had been M.I.A. for quite some time, and no longer blemished his near-perfect 

canvas of a face.  But he still sought an answer for the initial shock. To his left, by the broken 

hand-dryer, was taped a sheet of paper. In bold, black letters, it proclaimed, WARNING: 

EXTREME HOT WATER POSSIBLE.  

Then in smaller, apologetic typeface: We are currently working on this issue. We 

apologize for any inconvenience. 

His face burned from the brief scalding, but Donovan noted no lasting damage.  He 

paused in the mirror and surveyed his pectorals as they clenched and jiggled rhythmically, 

buttressing a miniscule gold cross that dangled from his neck.  His hands smoothed over his 

python arms in awe, admiring and memorizing the hills of tissue he had acquired.  This was the 

best part of his day. 

A knock on the door. One second, Donovan called out. He reached between his legs for 

his balled-up steel blue Ultimate Dynamite Cross-Fit Designer tanktop, in which he conducted 

all of his group training classes.  It saddened him to cover up this—his—magisterial physique, 

but the gym was a Supportive Area where even implicit putdowns (such as looking better than a 

peer) could be prosecuted. He peeled the shirt over his head and briefly searched for the armslots 

with his hands before locating them.  Donovan slapped himself in the face to get ready and took 

one last look at his reflection. At least his biceps were still showing. 



The first class after New Year’s was the least demanding for Donovan.  Although 

inundated with hives of wannabe fitness bravehearts—mostly middle-age women gawking at the 

surfeit of technology the center provided—his job was straightforward. At least initially, the 

recruits were content to strap into ABductor™ and endure the workout—the complaints didn’t 

really start up en masse until February.  But the new year managed to also bring unforeseen 

calamities. 

“Donnie! We got an issue.”  This was Mrs. Weederson, his pupil with the greatest 

longevity and thus the worst work ethic, as she never became quite healthy enough to leave. 

“It’s Betsy!” called another woman. 

“Bethany,” a voice grunted from a pile of metal, hinges, and a state-of-the-art backrest.  

“Betsy broke the machine,” said Mrs. Weederson. 

Donovan bounded over and surveyed the wreckage. Betsy was plopped on top of the 

remnants, driving the back pad deeper into the carpeted floor every second.  Somehow, her 

gluteus had debilitated the structural integrity of the machine, making her crumple helplessly to 

the floor.  Donovan would have to call the manufacturer—this wasn’t supposed to happen. 

“Betsy?” he asked. “Can you stand?” 

“It’s Bethany, and yes, I can stand.” 

Betsy remained stationed on the floor in a novel demonstration of impertinence. 

“Well, would you mind standing?” 

“Oh. Well, I can stand, but just not right now.” Her spherical figure, elevated slightly by 

the conversation, sank back into its resting position. 

“Donnie—we can’t use this machine.” 

“I know, Mrs. Weederson. Just hop in line for the other one.” 

“I don’t know if there’ll be time for everyone. Maybe I should just go shower now.” 

“Whatever you like.” 

Mrs. Weederson waddled off in a huff, muttering under her breath, “And to think I was 

so ready to work out today.” 

Donovan turned back to Betsy and offered his arm, an attempt to salvage her fast-sinking 

cruise liner. After extending his line for a few seconds and receiving no subsequent nibble, he 

crouched down and diagnosed the problem.  Betsy had fallen asleep.   



I’ll deal with this later, Donovan thought, returning to the one still-functional 

ABductor™ in the facility. 

A crowd of five women encircled the machine, and as he watched it perform repetition 

after repetition flawlessly he beamed with admiration.  The woman on the ABductor™ had her 

ankles and wrists strapped, stretching her torso to its full length.  The machine was an inverted 

fulcrum, stanchions below the head and knees. When the resistance weight was applied to the 

woman’s torso, her arms and legs snapped together above her to complete the “Abduction™.” 

After a predetermined length of time the machine removed the resistance weight, and the user 

reverted to her original position, primed to begin anew.   

It was shockingly simple yet beyond unpleasant for the user, who was subjected to not 

just the violent contractions and kinetic relaxations but also the repeated blunt force trauma of 

the resistance weight slamming against her stomach.  That’s why Donovan was so ecstatic to 

have finally received the latest edition of the machine, which was equipped with back massage 

capabilities—making a trip to the gym no more unpleasant than, say, the dentist’s office.   

At this moment, just when Donovan was slipping into an ABductor™-centric reverie, a 

man plowed through the entrance to the gym.  He was an utterly unremarkable man—neither tall 

nor short, his glamour muscles not strikingly impressive.  However, he strode into the room with 

an energy that unnerved Donovan, and, gazing at the woman on the ABductor™, uncorked a 

harsh laugh that drew the eyes of all the women, save the one currently using the machine, 

whose head was firmly strapped into place, her eyes restrictively persuaded toward the ceiling. 

 This man—wearing plain sneakers, instead of the suction-tipped Webbies™ all of the 

women and Donovan sported—headed over to the free weights and, like a madman, began 

dislodging the dumbbells from their perch on the rack. 

 “Excuse me. May I help you?” Donovan managed to say, tempering his near-apoplexy. 

 “Just working out,” the man said. 

 “Do you have some sort of pre-existing condition?” 

 “Why?” 

 “You can use free weights only if you’re unable to fit into the machines; otherwise, I’m 

afraid these are just, uh, for show.” 

 “I just wanna lift.” 



 “Sir, the National Board on Health-Centric Activity now considers weight-lifting a risk 

on par with smoking, except when executed by specialized performance artists.” 

“That’s ridiculous.  Look, no one’s going to get you in trouble. Let me bench a few sets, 

then I’ll get out of your hair.” 

“Without an NBHCA waiver? Absolutely not. Besides, our bench is unavailable at the 

moment.” 

Donovan gestured to his right, where the black, padded slat was snapped in two, the main 

support bar decimated by what looked like axe marks.  On the bench was another memo: 

WARNING: SITTING ON A BROKEN BENCH MAY RESULT IN INJURY. And below: We 

are currently working on this issue. We apologize for any inconvenience. 

The man shrugged and continued to put on his gloves—a silly, ridiculous maneuver that 

left Donovan bemused and frustrated. Not only was this man trying to lift weights, but he was 

forgoing the insulating lotion dispensed from containers every five feet along the gym walls, an 

invention that accomplished what the gloves attempted to while also smelling of juniper berries. 

Donovan felt bad for the man but was obligated to take responsibility. 

“Sir, I will call the police—” 

But at that moment a cry hurtled across the room and demanded Donovan’s full attention. 

Betsy had awoken but in her unconsciousness had slipped into a position such that her Big 

Gulp® was inches beyond her grasp, an arrangement so tantalizing that it provoked a scream. 

Goddammit. Donovan hurried over to resolve the emergency, joining the women who 

were huddled around Betsy and patting her supportively on the head.  

“It’s OK,” one was saying. 

“It’s not OK—it was vanilla and cherry! And now it’s probably room temperature!” 

“There, there,” said the first. 

Kneeling down to Betsy’s level, Donovan eyed the man, who was now exercising with a 

dangerous vigor. What a queer fellow, he thought. 

*** 

Two days passed at the gym before the man returned, again dressed in a ratty t-shirt and 

plain black shorts, like he’d never even seen a FitnessWitness catalog.  He made a beeline for the 

70-lb weights, weights even Donovan struggled to lift, and seized them with aplomb. Donovan 

wanted to deliver a warning but was struck with curiosity. 



“You from out of town?” 

The man paused with the weights at their apex, a grimace on his face as he continued his 

presses. 

“Yessir.” 

Donovan made a motion to stop the man’s workout—it was dangerous to multitask while 

lifting: talking and free weights went together like oil and thrice-filtered water.  The man 

continued with his set. 

“Why are you down here?” 

The man finished, finally, and sat up, his heart undoubtedly somersaulting in pain. 

“No gym where I’m from.” 

“Guessing you’ve never seen an ABductor™ before.” 

“Nope.” 

The man rudely walked over to the barbells and grabbed the heaviest one. Donovan 

clucked in disapproval. 

“What?” 

“Well, I’m talking to you, and you just move on like I’m not even here.” 

“Just trying to get a lift in.” 

“It’s like working out isn’t a social activity for you.” 

“Why should it be?” 

The man turned to the far wall and began his routine. Of course working out was social in 

nature; in fact, Donovan was in such good shape precisely because of his outgoing disposition.  

This was why the gym only offered group-training sessions: there simply was no demand for 

other services. Everyone on the machines here had arrived in groups of four or more, most of 

them now huddled around the center pavilion that sold fruit, protein smoothies, milkshakes, 

and—starting at 5, 4 on weekends—premium cocktails.  This man must be a social pariah, 

Donovan thought, watching him curl and curl, his shirt failing to wick even a moderate amount 

of sweat. 

*** 

When Caleb Stephens returned to his lodging via the subway that evening, his perspiring 

figure was an object of curiosity for his fellow riders, including two elderly ladies who asked 

him if he needed an ambulance. In some ways—no, most ways—he was indeed an outcast. 



Especially in this strange new city. Occasionally he cursed his parents for their home-schooling, 

news-averse, society-shunning ways. Caleb had heard about this place briefly, but he perceived it 

as an El Dorado, a haven of beauty and ease and comfort, the struggles that flooded his daily life 

conspicuously absent. Work drew him here for the first time, and he’d clutched the opportunity 

to escape all that he knew. Now, he counted down the remaining days in this purgatory, resigned 

to this infinite assignment, although when he broke the remnants into appropriately-sized chunks, 

he could still make out the end date of his release back to normal life.  

Caleb exited the metro and hustled up the escalators to ground level, passing the hordes 

of individuals in stasis on the right side of the moving walk. He had to hustle to get back to his 

hotel room in time. Lately it had become a Thursday night tradition of Caleb’s to hire a 

prostitute, and although he knew he could certainly be sweaty for this encounter at no extra 

charge, he respected the profession enough to go a little further for his lady. One might think this 

was especially shameful for Caleb—to have these weekly dalliances so consistently such that he 

was considering joining a rewards program, if something equivalent existed in the industry—but 

he had come to terms with the arrangement shortly after discovering the city.  He would’ve 

certainly preferred to bed a girl for free—if only for the economic benefit—but although he 

wasn’t particularly unattractive, he seemed to possess a noxious quality that drove away women.  

Some said that he worked too much; others said he was no fun. Caleb lacked subjects to talk 

about, limiting his contributions to funny commentary or smart statements whenever possible. 

But everyone he encountered here was content ruminating about nothing. One girl—who’d said 

yes to a date more out of surprise than interest, he later rationalized—whom he took to a five-star 

restaurant foolishly asked why they hadn’t simply gone to Fatburger. The answer was obvious, 

but he couldn’t phrase it satisfactorily, and the conversation stalled soon thereafter. His 

communication skills were insufficient, he had realized, after enough cuts at the plate that left 

him walking lonely back to his dugout, bat drooping between his legs. 

 Unsatisfied despite many fruitful onanistic sessions, Caleb restructured his approach with 

women. He’d tackle his romantic life the way he did his fitness: he wasn’t naturally endowed in 

any manner, but through attentive, operant conditioning, he figured, he’d develop into both a 

capable sweet-talker and sex partner. After enough repetitions, he’d get there eventually. Surely. 

 He slipped into his hotel room and, in a flurry, undressed and showered. The bathroom 

mirror was foggy, but he took a moment to inspect himself. He looked good, Caleb thought, but 



good was just a stepping stone to great, to phenomenal. Tomorrow he’d be slimmer, trimmer; 

same for the day following.  Firm bodies, Rome, sexual literacy: none could be built in a day. 

 A rap on the door. He pulled his blue button-down on and answered it. She was tall, but 

that may have been the eight-inch heels. He was too taken aback to speak. 

 “Hay-looo.” She was a vowel abuser, and loud. “I’m your whore.” 

 He propped open the door, and she minced in, struggling forward on what were basically 

stilts. 

 “How’re you doing?” he managed to ask. 

 “How? Well, what positions did we agree on?” Very direct, this girl. 

 “Can I get you a drink?” 

 She made her way to the bed, sitting down and ignoring him. 

 He clapped his hands to manufacture enthusiasm. “Alright, let’s get this show on the 

road.” 

 Now she stood up. “Where are we going?” 

 “No, it’s…it’s an idiom.” 

 She folded her arms, giving him what he presumed was her best pouty face. “What’d you 

call me, mister?” 

 Caleb felt nauseated now and took a seat in the chair facing her. “Maybe can we just talk 

for a second—a minute?” 

 “OK.” 

 But now Caleb couldn’t think of what he wanted to say—what could he say that would be 

of any consequence? “Sorry,” he laughed. “I’m a little tongue-tied.” 

 “How’d that happen?” Her bloated brown eyes stared at him, their dullness betraying a 

lack of mental activity. 

 It was this conversation—specifically this lengthy, addled pause—when Caleb realized if 

this truly were a means to an end, maybe the end wasn’t all that desirable. Maybe there was 

another way. Or maybe it wasn’t worth his time. 

 “I’m sorry,” he said, standing. “I made a mistake. I didn’t mean to dial you.” 

 “You didn’t?” 

 “No.” 



 “Oh.” She stood, and Caleb watched her neurons battle years of inertia in an attempt to 

fire. She perked up, smartly aware of at least one thing. “I still get paid.” 

 “You didn’t do anything. There was literally one reason you came here, and that has not 

happened.” 

 “Right. But I still get paid.” 

 “No.” 

 “You couldn’t perform. Services were rendered and refused. That still pays out. And I 

have my lawyer on speed dial.” 

 Caleb shook his head in disbelief at this accurate recitation. The prostitute had more 

ammunition than he. He went to his wallet, grabbed a slew of bills and shoved them into her 

chest without a word. She stumbled out just as awkwardly as she’d entered. He slammed the 

door behind her and looked at his reflection in the TV.  It was disgraced, pathetic; he felt weak 

and bloated all at once. Something about that girl and that conversation had dislodged his mojo. 

The macro—his grand vision—which was so clear and attainable before, had been replaced by 

the hazy, pixelated subsections.  Caleb was seeing things from closer now. He unbuttoned his 

shirt slowly, stared at his absent gut. Was it worth it—this constant, daily slog? Who was he 

doing this for, really?  

 Answers crawled through his mind, all equally unsatisfactory. The facts remained the 

same, no matter how he eyed the case: girls like that kept rising up, kept doing better for 

themselves. Even though he was swimming, crawling in the right direction, the tide 

overwhelmed him, waves knocking him further back, keeping him pretty much right where he 

had languished before, a gulf now present between him and the others who had been swept 

downstream.  Trying to bridge this gap without some kind of effort—some desire—from the 

other side would be…impossible. He stumbled on this word but soon came to acknowledge its 

veracity. 

 He strolled to the telephone (WARNING: LOUD NOISES MAY COME FROM 

EARPIECE) and dialed to the front desk, where he placed an order for room service so large that 

he almost laughed as he relayed it to the concierge. He hung up, smiling sickly out the window.  

The gold luminosity of the closest billboard molested him: PUT OFF TODAY WHAT YOU 

CAN DO TOMORROW – Ask Your Doctor If ProMax® Is Right For You.   Caleb’s head 

started to throb, but his eyes glommed onto the message, and soon he saw little else. He sat 



thusly until finally he heard a knock at the door, at which point he fully realized his panging 

hunger and felt no guilt answering the caterer. 

*** 

 It was legs day (featuring the ABductor™ -- Hips Edition) when Donovan heard the 

news. He’d been surprised that the man hadn’t been back since their brief conversation, as that 

was a man who understood the importance of frequent exercise, even if he did so in an 

undeniably peculiar manner.  But Donovan knew nothing until he made his way to the center 

pavilion and heard Betsy—who wasn’t working out but had just come by for happy hour—

recounting what she’d received via text alert. 

 “That creepy guy here the other day?” she said.  

“Who? The weightlifter?” 

“Yeah. He died yesterday. Ate too much.” 

 The motley crowd gasped. “What else did it say?” Donovan asked. 

 “Nothing. That’s it, almost word-for-word. Here.” She passed her phone over, and 

Donovan’s eyes scanned the story: BREAKING: Washington (AP) – Death By Chocolate: Man 

With Pants Unbuttoned Found Dead in Hotel Room.  

 He passed the phone back, his throat clogging. 

 “That guy was a creep,” Betsy said. 

 Another woman piped up. “Sure was.” 

 “Did he even use the ABductor™?” 

 “Nah—that’s why he’s dead, I think.” 

 “He just lacked the discipline for it.” 

 “Yup.” 

 The conversation continued this way, and after listening briefly, Donovan excused 

himself to go to the bathroom. He didn’t need to go, as his body disposed of waste efficiently, 

optimally. Rather he felt overheated, like he had done too many burpies in quick succession. His 

face was flushed, he could see in the mirror, both cheeks were, and Donovan strained to maintain 

his prime posture, as his shoulders were trying to slide forward and down, his dorsal muscles 

relaxing when they needed to be taut.  

 He stared at his confused reflection, for some reason laboring with this strange wish. 

Donovan thought back to that man’s brief appearance at the gym, how freshly it still played in 



his mind. He felt wasteful, like he could have asked more—something else—of the stranger. The 

population at his gym was decidedly homogeneous—that man had been his first male 

counterpart in here in a while, certainly the first who could give Donovan a go of it in a workout. 

Hell, he might have been in better shape. The man had a different pace, a different mindset from 

those in the class. And if he could overeat, surely Donovan was at risk, too? 

 Hold it, he thought. There was something off about that man. Like he wasn’t wired right; 

he defied description. Donovan imagined that he was a real-life version of that guy in that time-

traveler movie—what was the name? But like that guy, this man was unable to adapt to the 

ABductor™ Age. Why was he the only one incapable of this? Yes, life was hard, and problems 

cropped up every day, but everyone was in the same boat: settling in was something even Mrs. 

Weederson could manage. And who still wore gloves in the gym? It just didn’t make sense. 

Donovan shook his head at that ridiculous image. No, he mused, flexing and studying his biceps. 

He had to be in better shape than that over-motivated, unfashionable clown.  

 Still the idea of an exploded stomach was monstrous—a bloated, flabby midsection was 

one of Donovan’s most persistent nightmares. Better play it safe and stick to liquids for a bit, he 

thought, returning to the heart of the gym and the smoothie cocktail bar, where happy hour was 

going strong. 


